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Place: Softball stadium Princ Zagreb (Jarun)
Food & drinks: on the field with reasonable prices
Umpires: we will provide our umpires, but if you have yours, we would be 
glad to put them on the plate…
Payment: 100 Euros (to cover balls, umpires, 
scorekeepers and the field) or ) or 180 euro for games and food (Satur-
day: lunch, Sunday: breakfast & lunch included for 15 people) / If you dont 
have a team, and you want to compete, we will find you a team to play in. 
10 Euro is participation, or 18 euro for games and food (Saturday: lunch, 
Sunday: breakfast & lunch included)
Schedule: available after closure registration
Party: Saturday night fever
*we will try that every team has as more games as possible

Invitation
to Zagreb (Croatia) 
Princ women 
tournament

11.10. - 13.10.2013.



ABOUT TOURNAMENT
Last 6 years SOFTBALL CLUB PRINC hosted international club tournaments 
ForEVER FASTPITCH & BALL GAME. This year we would like to invite you 
to the sixth international club tournament in Zagreb.

This tournament will take place on 
April 11th - 13th of October 2013.
It’s open to all teams that are interested to play higher level games.
We hope to have a good competition for your team since we invited teams 
from Great Britain, Italy, Denmark, Slovakia, Slovenia, Austria.. and of course 
host team Princ Zagreb. Every team will play at least 4 Games, most teams 

will have 5 Games. (Depending on the outcome of 1st Round robin and 
number of teams).
Because we want for girls to play as much as possible we think about starting 
the tournament on Friday afternoon, depending on weather and if there will be 
teams that arrive on Friday and are able & willing to play a game. That would 
give us space for longer/more games...
We always try to make the tournament a big fun deal with the idea of sports-
manship and friendship, and also have a good level of play at the tournament. 
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SLEEPING
We can offer to help about accommodation, so 
we have listed links to all hostels in Zagreb: 
HOTELS http://www.zagreb-touristinfo.hr/
HOSTELS http://www.zagreb-touristinfo.hr/

OUR SUGGESTION 
TENTS ON THE FIELD
If you want you can bring your own tents, 
and sleep on the field, you would be inside of 
our Softball center. We can provide you with 
showers inside our clubhouse.  

RAVNICE YOUTH HOSTEL
www.ravnice-youth-hostel.hr
1/10 – 15 euro (112 kuna )
1/4,6 -17 euro (125 kuna)
1/2   -20 euro (144 kuna)
Location: 15 km from Jarun
Phone: +385 1 233 23 25
email: ravnice-youth-hostel@zg.t-com.hr
skype: ravniceyh

OMLADINSKI HOSTEL ZAGREB
Petrinjska 77, 10 000 Zagreb
tel: +385 1 48 41 261, fax: +385 1 48 41 269
e-mail: zagreb@hfhs.hr
Location: 7 km from Jarun

HOSTEL REMETINEC 
Remetinečki gaj 28, 10 000 Zagreb
tel: +385 1 6140 042, + 385 1 6542 539
fax: +385 (0)1 6140 039
location: 2 km from Jarun



Any questions?
Just give me a call, send me an e-mail or 

contact me any way you want.

Hope to see you in Croatia…

Petra Čizmić Pokrajac
Contact person: Petra Čizmić Pokrajac, general secretary

tajnik@softball-princ.hr / phone +385 98 956 1488
FB: Softball klub Princ
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